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The New York State Commission
of Corrections, through its Medical
Review Board, investigates and
reports on deaths that occur in New
York’s pnsons and jails. David Pen
nington committed suicide while in
the custody of the New York City
Department of Corrections. The Com
mission’s Final Report on the mat
ter, made available to us through a
FOIL request, and its finding are
instructive.
The Commission investigated and
reported on the death by suicide of
Mr. Pennington at New York City’s
sprawling R ikers Island. Prison
Health Services P1-IS, despite
numerous problems with correction al health care serv ices in upstate New
York, and as hirther discussed in Fred
Cohen, The New York Times Reports
on Private Health Care: A Review, 7
CMH 69 Jan/Feb 2006, landed the
Rikers healthcare contract and then
even obtained an extension.

The Death of David
Pennington
Paul von Zielbauer’s account of
the suicide, New York Times, p.1
April 4, 2005, tells the story suc
cinctly:
It was 2:50 p.m. on July 18,
2004, when David Pennington,
a 27-year-old small-time thief
in jail on a third-degree burglary
charge, was sent from a clinic
hack to his cell at Rikers Island’s
largest jail. During the previous
three days, jail doctors had
See RIKERS, next page
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The Role of Mental Health
Professionals in Corrections
Editor’s Introduction: It may he some
what inflated to label this feature a sympo
sium issue. There are, however, four arti
cles or comments of varying lengths related
in carving ways to the issue of the correc
tional clinician’s relationship to painful
interrogation measures and the somewhat
related issue of reporting abusive behavior
by stajf thought to he a contributing factor
in an inmate-patient’s mental illness.
Obviously, there is much to distinguish
participation in torture and knowledge of
abuse by others that is contributory to suf
fering. It is the difference between active
and pass ‘e except that remaining passive
in the face of an obligation to act may he
inculpatory.
The first article actually is a review ?f
the powerful ‘Physicians loilure Report.’’
i/zr Report concludes that psychological
torture has become central to the U.S. mil
itarv and intelligence interrogation process.
/1 section entitled, The Role oj Health Pro-

fessionals" is highlighted and serves as a
springboard to examine the role gf health
professionals in our correctional systems.
The Cohen article then asks, "In our
world of corrections, when a clinician comes
to believe that the abusive behavior of an
officer is contributing to an inflate-patient’s
mental illness, does the ‘luzician file a
report? Does he or she take other action
designed to protect the inmate-patient? is
the clinician merely silent and perhaps hope
ful that the situation will resolve itselJ?"
Joel Dvoskin, Ph.D. and Jeffrey Metzn
er, Ml. note that when staff violations
become ‘boundary violations" that vtolate
legal or ethical standards then there are a
series of steps that must he taken. Silence is
not an option.
The authors are leading profe.vsionals in
the field a.c well as pragmalists and their
discussion on how to handle correction offi
cers’ abuse is extreme/v valuable. Preven
See SYMPOSIUM, page 16
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published six times annually. A basic one-year
subscription is $159 plus $10.95 postage and
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Enter my one-year subscription to
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by Fred Cohen, LL.B.. LL.M., for $160
plus $9.95 shipping and handling.
Enter my order for Management and
Supervision of Jail Inmates with
Mental Disorders by Martin Drapkin,
MS., for $150 plus $8.50 shipping and
handling.

U Enter my order tor Correctional Psychol
ogy: Practice, Programming, and
Administration by Barbara K. Schwartz,
Ph.D., at $125 plus $8.95 shipping and
handling.
Name

tion of abuse is the desired first step, pro
fessionally dealing with it, the next.
Dr. James Knoll endorses the Cohen and
Dvoskin/Metzner comments andfocuses on
the extraordinary burdens placed on cor
rectional officers: protect, be wise, under
stand illness, be safe, be ontnipotent. The
correctional environment and the paramil
itary-like organization of corrections staff
pulls the correctional officer in conflicting
directions.
Better training, hetter-educated staff and
an enhanced commitment to rehabilitation
are on Dr. Knoll’s wish list.
Dr. Terry Kupers chose to focus on the
ordinary abuses" tn prisons; on the way
RIKERS,from page 2

in some very dangerous drug practices
and sexual activities. Still, the legal obli
gation to provide adequate care for seri
ous illnesses and prevent suicide when
there is good reason, as here, to suspect
suicidality is clear.
PHS does not enter into medical care
contracts, buy up competitors, and cre
ate a national pharmacy for its opera
tions for, let us say, entirely altruistic rea
sons. Private companies that provide
locum tenens physicians in California

inmates are addressed and on the way secu
rity staff "respect" inmates.
Security and treatment staff has differ
ent jobs toperjbrm but with a mindset con
ducive to sharing dffrrent perspectives and
solutions, needless tensions may dissolve.
Dr. Kupers offers some incisive analysis
on the security-treatment ethical divide and
also offers practical advice on cell extrac
tions, penal isolation, and confidentiality.
Finally, this collection is conscious/v writ
ten in an informal and accessible fashion.
I believe it is relevant, useful, and thought
provoking.
We welcome i’eaders’ comments,particu
larly on the role a/medical and mental health
personnel wot-king in U.S. prisons and jails.U
may receive $100,000 a year, and the
physician $400,000 at the high hourly
wages paid. That is not chump change.
PHS’s revenues reportedly went from
$110 million in 1994 to $690 million in
2004. Its stock in February 2005 closed
at $27.64 a share from a split-adjusted
price of $3.33.
In the old days of the war on poverty,
it used to be said that there is money in,
poverty. How might we restate that for
the role of some private providers in cor
rectional health care?
U
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The Physicians’ Torture Report: A Review
by Fred Cohen
There arc a number of good reasons to
carefully read the P’ysicians for Human
Rights 126-page report entitled. Break Them
Down; Sv.ste,natic Use of Psychological
Torture by 1.5. Forces 2005. This is the
first comprehensive examination of the use
of psychological torture by U.S. personnel
in this era of the "war on terror."
The inherent difficulties of preparing such
a report arc compounded by an aclministra
tion noted for its secrecy and its commitment
to the use of military aggression commert
surate with its views on the nature of the
threat posed by international terrorism. I
shottkl note, however, the senlantic shift with
regard to Iraq where insurgency has replaced
terrorism. Terrorism is now a proxy for the
international battle while insurgency appears
limited to fraq. Does it then follow logical
ly that the most drastic measures are appro
priate for the larger threat’? Probably. Does
it also follow as a matter of policy’? Proba
bly not.
‘the Report under discussion re’tews
interrogation techniques used on detatnees,
the evidence of long-lasting and devastat
ing health consequences ot psychological
torture, how the United State’s regime of
psychological torture emerged and was per
petuated, and the current status of psycho
logical torttirc in ti.S. policy. While Ihe evi
dence is far From complete, the Report
concludes that psychological torture has
become central to the military and intelli
gence interrogation process and is reinforced
by a variety of abhorrent conditions of con
finement.
If we view interrogation as a process
destgned to obtain information pertaining
to individtials’ guilt or for use as intelligence
against those who are tn some fashion a
threat, then this Report is of little direct rel
evance to American corrections. Police inter
rogation techniques in this country are em
ployed early in the criminal process. nearly
always in the stationhouse. and the most
dubious of those processes amount to role
playing the Mutt arid Jeff routine; lying
about an accomplice or the harm to a vic
tim; making promises that will not be kcpt,
and the like. The era of whacking a suspect
about, protracted interrogations without
or food, and the tin box in the sun have
virtually disappeared in the Untied States
sleep
primarily because o! udicial implementa

tion of Due Process, Fifth Amendment, and
Sixth Amendment rights.
The Miranda warnings and potential for
early involvement of counsel along with
reasonably protective rules on involuntary
confessions was the will overborne? have
created a set of conditions reasonably pro
tective of the use of force on an arrestcc or
detainee. On the other hand, duplicity and
fraud, in some circumstances, is constitu
tionally protected.
Once an indivicluel has been convicted
and sentenced to prison, the use of psycho
logical terror to obtain information is vim
ti.tally nil. Indeed, it is the use of prolonged,
portal isolation to obtain behavioral com
pliance. tiot information, that is subject to
the most rancorous debate. See Craig I laney,
Rc/ittotitttg Ptoiisho tent: Psyc’hoIogica/ Lintits to the Pains of lotprisottmcnt 2005, for
a detailed exploration of these issues.
The Report is of obvious relevance to us
sitnply as citizens and as persons who seek
to be inl’orrned about practices that have
produced worldwide shock. That shock, in
ni; view, is not because U.S. practices arc
unique tn the world. Rather, it ts precisely
be.ause it is the U.S. Military pictured at
Abu Jhraih; the snarling dogs, the pyra
mtcls of naked Muslim captives, the hood
ed detainee "wired" for electrocution, and
the smiling, female soldier mockingly poinl
inc at captives’ genitalia. Those images. and
the subsequent revelations discussed in the
Report. form indelible images of "us."
On the other hand, reporter Sasha Abramski; interviewing residents of Wayneshurg,
PA, home of convicted soldier Charles
Gr.iner. Jr. of Ahu Ghraih notoriety, report
ed that residents complained much more
over the publication of the Ahu ihraih pic
tures than the conduct itself. Graner, of
course, had worked as an officer at Sd
Greene, a tough supermax housing Black,
Muslim inmates. Sec Seeds of Ahu Ghraih.
The Nation, p. 20 1ec. 26, 2005.
Beyond our concern as citizens, there is
our role as the American System of Crim
inal Justice. Most readers of this publica
tion are likely to be in some sense connected
wit-i corrections whether as scholar, lawyer.
dir ician, uniformed officer, or ranking offi
cial. The direct lessons from this Report for
corcctions lie at the outer perimeter of our
legitimate concerns.

For example, the Report notes:
In late 2003, the ICRC warnc.d the
Administration publicly that a system
in which detainees were held indefi
nitely would inevitably lead to men
tal health problems. When the CRC
visited Guantánamo in June 2004, it
found a high incidence of mental ill
ness produced by stress, much of it
caused by prolonged solitary confine
ment. A source familiar with condi
tions at Guantánamo at that time told
PI-IR that deprivation at sensory slim
ula’tion on the one hand and overstim
ulation on the other were causing spa
tial and temporal disorientation in
detainees. The results were self-harm
and suicide attempts. Report at p. 10
citations omitted, ICRC is the triternational Committee of the Red Cross
Applied to long-term use of penal isola
tion or the most restrictive of our supermax
pnsons, the point is of obvious interest.
There is, of course, a lively debate about
virtually everything discussed in the Report.
Theme is the "isolated incident" crowd that
views Abu ihraib, for exantple, :is both
overblown and hardly characteristic of U.S.
practices. Others accept the reports of abuse
hut use a variation of the "Dirty Hany" sce
nario to justify the practices given the per
ceivecl imminence and seriottaness of the
threat. Still others, as in Wayncshurg, PA,
accept the abuse hut decry the publication.
On the other side, there are moralists
legalists who argue that the false execution,
waterboarding, dogs, sleep deprivation, and
sexual humiliation are morally abhorrent
and violative of international and domestic
law. Then, there are the realists who argue
that information obtained under the condi
tions described in the Report is nearly always
useless. Further, there is the "you dome and
I’ll do you" school of realism that worries
less about misinformation than retaliation.
Senator McCain appears to adopt both the
"useless" and "rehabilitation avoidance"
positions.
One way to test one’s position on lonture
is to ask: Suppose the more painful and
threatening interrogation techniques des
cribed actually were reasonably productive
of useful information: information that could
save American lives? Would you support,
See RE VIEW, next page
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say, near drowning, beatings, or food and
sleep deprivation? Remember, pre-Miran
da confessions often were reliable v. the
coerced confessions, which were not.
Listening to the charges brought against
Saddam Hussein in the early days of his
trial, one heard a female victim’s voice com
ing from behind a protective screen saying
she was stripped naked, sexually humiliat
ed, held for a prolonged period of time, and
I think, beaten. Sound familiar? This, of
course, is part of a trial where the accused
faces the death sentence.
Theme is another angle to the Report that
should interest readers who are psychia
trists, psychologists, or associated with other
helping professions. In a section entitled,
"The Role of Health Professionals," the par
ticipation of health care professionals in
interrogation is described:
Health personnel employed by the
Department of Defense and other agen
cies in the "war on terror" arc bound
by international law. In addition, they
should abide by ethical standards of
the World Medical Association and the
American Medical Association. The
Declaration of Tokyo, adopted by both
bodies, prohibits participation of physi
cians in torture and all forms of cruel,
inhuman, and degrading treatment. This
includes providing "knowledge" to
"ldcilitate the practice of torture or other
forms of cruel, inhunian or degrading
treatnient." It also prohibits the physi
cian’ s presence when any of these prac
tices takes place. ‘l’his has been inter
preted to protsihit examinations prior
to or tsftcr interrogation because such
examinations involve health personnel
in calibrating coercive or unlawful tech
niques of interrogation. The UN Prin
ciples of Medical Ethics provide sim
ilar guidelines for health personnel
charged with the medical care of pris
oners and detainees.
There is evidence, however, of failure
on the part of health professionals to
report acts of abuse as well as evidence
of health professional complicity in acts
of physical and psychological torture.
As with incidences of psychological
torture, the picture is incomplete and
more investigation is needed. There is
some evidence that medical personnel
were aware of abuse but failed to report
it. The Fay report cited some medical
corps personnel for observing and fail-

ing to report instances of abuse at Abu
Ghraib. The Fay report recommended
an inquiry into whether medical per
sonnel were aware of detainee abuse
and failed to properly document and
report the abuse.
There is evidence that interrogators had
direct access to detainees’ medical files.
The ICRC raised concerns about this
with Maj. Gen. Miller in an October
2003 meeting about treatment of
detainees at Guantdnamo. In the meet
ing, ICRC representatives told Ma. Gen.
Miller that "medical Ides are being used
by interrogators to gain information in
developing an interrogation plan." They
expressed concern that "there is a link
between the interrogation team and the
medical team." The ICRC called this a
"breach of confidentiality between a
physician and a patient" and explained
to Maj. Gen. Miller that "[ojnly medi
cal pcrsoiinel are supposed to have
access to these files." In a leaked report
based on visits in June 204, the CRC
said that medical tiles of detainees were
"literally open" to interrogators. A source
with knowledge of operations at Guan
tdnamo confinned to PI-IR that confi
dentiality was openly disregarded by
many members of the US medical staff
there, and that this was due to an order
‘from the top."
There is evidence that in addition to
sharing medical records, health proles
sionals participated more directly in
interrogations. This is not surprising.
given that the April 16. 2ff3 memo by
Secretan, Rumsfeld explained that inter
rogation techniques at Guanthnamo
were to be used ctnly after detainees are
"medically . . . evaluated as suitable."
This reliance on medical evaluation and
approval appears repeatedly in the guid
ance and directives. For example, it
appeared at memorandums governing
interrogations in Iraq as well. A Jan
uary 27, 2004 memorandum for Iraq
specifies that dietart manipulation. sleep
management. and sensory deprivation
all must he "monitored by medics."
dol. Thomas M. Pappas, the head of
military intelligence at Abu Ghraib,
described to General Taguba how that
worked in practice:
If the interrogation plan falls within
the outline set by LTG Sanchez then
the 05 Deputy Director or myself
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approve the plans. Those interrogation
plans include a sleep plan and medi
cal standards. A physician and a psy
chiatrist are on hand to monitor what
we are doing.

S

Typically, the MP has a copy of the
interrogation plan and a written note
as to how to execute. There should also
be files in the detainee files as to what
is going on when an exception is need
ed. The interrogator uses these files to
keep a record as to what has happened
to the detainee. The doctor and psy
chiatrist also look at the files to see
what the interrogation plan recom
mends; they have the final say as to
what is implemented.
At Ahu Ghraib and Guantdnamo,
"behavioral science consultation
teams" hereinafter BSCT, composed
of psychologists and psychiatrists, were
formed with the purpose of facilitat
ing interrogation. A source knowl
edgeable with BSCT’s functioning at
Guanthnamo told PHR that interroga
tors and heads of medical staff met
with BSCT in order to discuss
detainees’ medical conditions that may
cause problems during interrogations.
But interrogators did not go through
BSC’l’ in all cases; interrogators were
able to go directly to medical staff with
out going through BSC’I’ members. In
its leaked report, the ICRC complained
to the US abcut BSCT and the fact that
doctors and medical personnel con
veyed in formation about detainees’
mental health and vulnerahilities direct
ly to interrogators. Evidently, inter
rogators found this approach effective.
One e-mail about Guantánamo made
available through the FOIA lawsuit
says, "I’ve met with the B1SC Bis
cuit people several times and found
them to be a great resource. They know
everything that’s going on with each
detainee, who they’re talking to, who
the leaders are. etc. I’ve encouraged
the interview teams to meet with them
prior to doing their interviews."
These arrangements compromised the
care of detainees at Guantknaino. A
source told PHR that detainees rel’used
to discuss their psychiatric problems sith
US physicians because they knew that
the information was passed on to inter
rogators, who could then use it against
them during interrogations. It also dam
See REVIEW, page 15
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aged the relationship between doctors
and detainees. Many detainees were con
vinced that their health care was actual
ly controlled by interrogators and did not
believe the doctors’ claim that they were
there for the benefit of the detainee. In a
report to the US govemment based on a
June 2004 visit to the naval base, the
ICRC pointed out these problems to the
US govemment. It called what was hap
pening at Guantrinamo a "flagrant vio
lation of medical ethics." Report at pp.
45-47citations omitted
The failure to report abuse, facilitation of
abuse, sharing of medical records, monitor
ing abusive practices and the like must. at a
minimum. be subject to professional con
demnation. In our world of corrections when
a clinician comes to believe that the abusive
behavior of an officer is contributing to an

KEEPER,from page 7

ety of emotions on the inmates iii their
charge. Explicit examples were recently
given when correctional officers testified
at the Commi,csion on Safety and Abuse
in America’s Prisons in 2005. A veteran
officer described abuses and hinted at one
type of perverse outcome:
The Segregation Unit was directly
above Protective Custody, and it was
there that some of the worst abuses
took place. Sleep deprivation was a
common tactic among the more
sadistic guards assigned to the unit,
mid they often bragged about the
mistreatment they dealt out daily and
nightly. I often heard the beatings
and screams for help coming through
the air vents we shared, dispensing
recycled and filthy air along with
pleas for mercy.
.One inmate once said to me...
‘they’re making monsters in here,
and I’m one of them; when get out,
they’ll reap what they’ve sown."
To summarize, we know that officers are
critical to the rehabilitation of inmates. We
also know that powerful emotional forces
are at play. especially where efforts at reha
bilitation are concerned. Finally, we appear
to expect officers to possess super human
abilities to cany out the goals of rehabilita
tion, All of this leaves one to wonder whenwill it be time to re-examine the selec

Correctional Mental Health Report
inmate-patient’s mental illness, does the clin
ician file a report? Does he or she take other
action designed to protect the inmate-patient?
Is the clinician merely silent and perhaps
hopeful that the situation will resolve itselP
Barrister Jonathan H. Marks. The Silence
of the Doctors, The Nation, p. 26 Dec. 26,
2005, condemns the involvement of doc
tors and ps chologists in the interrogationtorture process. fhe American Psychiatric
Association has taken a strong stand against
advising on deceptive interrogation tech
niques sshile the American Medical Asso
ciation is cautiously silent and the Ameri
can Psychological Association cautiously
cooperative: that is, relying on the govern
ment’s position as to torture and tough inter
rogation practices.
I have not tried to sutltrnari7e the Report,
merely to address some of the issues at a
right angle. The material on the legal frame-

lion, training and roles of the correctional
officer? Returning to the Commission tes
timony, a warden of a maximum-security
prison began to address the issue:
Better pay, better training and bet
ter-educated staff are a good begin
ning. In the final analysis. however,

without strong leadership at the top,
without a demand for professional
excellence, the levels of violence in
America’s prisons will continue to
he a significant problem.6
Such "professional excellence" would
be well placed in the form of a new breed
of’ corrections staff who are edlUipped with
the proper tools such as better training in
the social sciences, meaningful support
and supervision turd a clear agenda from
leaders that emphasizes human dignity
and pays homage to the delicate and dif
ficult work that they do. In corrections,
the "line" correctional officer is easily the
most precious commodity we have, I have
worked with many officers who do pos
sess an amazing array of skills and abil
ities. They are easy to spot - they are
the ones everyone enjoys working around.
However, it still seems unreasonable
tome that so much is expected of today’s
correctional officers, yet so little attention
is paid to the challenges they face and the
training they receive, Perhaps it is unrea
sonable to expect so much from a single
individual. For example, in a psychiatric
facility, the job of psychiatric technician

Page 15
work is excellent as is the detailed discus
sion of the prevalence and consequences of
the various interrogation-torture techniques
employed by the United States.
As this is written, there is some hope that
Senator Mcdain’s campaign for a "no torture"
law may be accepted by the Administration,
which continues either to deny the charges or
rely on the "few bad apples" argument.
Ultimately, each of us will decide for our
selves how we assess the moral, legal, and
practical acceptability of the practices
described. As citizens we need to know, as
professionals in corrections we need to care.
See, The Torture Debate in America ed.
Karen J. GreenhurgCambridge Univ.
Precs 2005; Torture: Doe.c it Jt’Iake us
Saf’r? Is it Ever O.K.? eds. Kenneth Roth

& Mi,ikv WordenThe New Press 2005;
and, The Nation, "The Torture Complex:
Special Issue," Dec. 26, 2005.
U

and security officer are two different jobs.
Staff and patients rarely interact with secu
rity officers unless it is to protect a patient
from harnning himself or others. The roles
are kept distinct, and no one expects the
security officer to adopt a confusing ther

apeutic-like relationship with a patient.
To be clear, I am not suggesting that
correctional facilities need less security
personnel. A climate of violence, fear and
disorder would obviously preclude mean
ingful efforts at inmate programming.
There must necessarily exist an adequate
level of institutional safety. What I am
left to ponder is whether it is reasonable
to expect a single individual to uphold not
only the heavy burden of security, but

also the lofty aspiration of rehabilitation’!
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Commentary: The Physicians’ Torture Report
by Joel A. Dvoskin, Ph.D., ABPP, and Jeffrey L. Metzner. MI.

‘

S

Professor Cohen’s review of the Physi
cians for Human Rights 126-page report
entitled, Break 7 hem Dorvn: Systematic f/se
of Psychological Jorture by 1.5. J’orces
2005, highlights issues relevant to cor
rectional menial health staff.
We agree that the focus on interrogation
asa process designed to obtain information
pertaining to individuals’ guilt or lnr use as
intelligence against those who pose a threat,
althotigh very important from a human nghts
perspective, is of little direct relevance to
American corrections.
The direct lessons from this Report Ifir
corrections, as summarmied by Protessor
Cohen, involve basic standard of care issues,
conditions of confmnenient concerns, and
questions concerning stat f responses to staff
misbehavior in ails and prisons. This arti
cle will attempt to address these important
issues.
The Report detailed violations of the stanlard of care, including sharing of medical
records for non-health related reasons i.e.,
interrogation/torture, and boundary viola
tions. For unany di! terent reasons. almost
always including resoturce issties, standard
of care violations have occurred in a signiftcanit nutnher of correctional systems as
evtdeticed by successful class action suits
Mctzncr. 2002. Whttt should correction
al health staff do in such circumstances?
In a correctional environment, the tinportance of ntaimitaining the coti fidential ity of
medical records, with sortie spccified and
explicit exceptions, is well established by
national standards timid gtiidchincs Nation
al Commission on Correctional I lealth Care
2003, 2003a: American Psychiatric Asso
ciation 2000. Correctional health care pro
fessionals, including mental health profes
sionals ‘VIHPs. should he very sensitive
about this standard, advocate for effective
implementation. and resist attempts to chip
away at this principle. For example, some
correctional systems have placed certain
mental health treatment records in the cor
rectional classification record, without
obtaining informed consent from the inmate.
One state correctional system attetripted to
allow the interrual affairs section access to
health care records of inmates who were
making sexual harassment allegations
against correctional staff. Such access was
prevented because the director of mental

health services took the proper administra
tive and advocacy steps that resulted in rejec
tion of such a policy amid/or practice.
Dual agency issues in correctional men
tal health cat-c exist, but are manageable if
they are appropriately disclosed and do not
result in harm to the inmate-patient/client.
However, when they become boundary vio
lations that violate legal or ethical standards,
or cause unnecessary harm to an inmate.
the standard of care is violated. NCCHC
standards are clear that inlommation obtained
as a result of health care treatment should
not typtcallv he used for forensic purposes
arid that health care personnel should not
participate in procedures that are harmful
to tntnates. especial l direct umptemerita
tion of the death penalty e.g., tnserttng the
intravenous line for a lethal injection. If
health care staff become aware of such prac
tices. they ssould he expected to take appro
pru ate action, wh t cli may include t a 1k tug
directly to the health care professional.
appropriate supervisory response, rcportitig
the person to the appropriate supervisor, fil
ing an ethical complaint, reportimtg to the
approprtate I censure hoard, etc. Dependno on the health care professionals licentsure and/or professional organizational tiffil
tattons. reportung in some fashuon has be
legally and/or ethically requured.
Several tssues ratsed in the Report arc
relevant to supermax pnsons. The NCCHC
standards Metzner 2003 and APA taskforce guidelines have recognized health care
issues inherent in such settings, such as
restricted access to health care services and
potential adverse consequentces for unmates
wtth serious mental illness due to the con
ditions of confinement. MHPs shottld advo
cate for implementation of these guidelines
and recommendations within their correc
tional workplace and he alert to other con
ditions of confinement that negatively affect
the health of inmates.
The above scenarios are generally less
diflicult for mental health care profession
als to navigate than abuse by correctional
staff. Professor Cohen raises the more di!
ficult scenario - when a clinician comes
to believe that the abusive behavior of a cor
rectional officer is contributing to an inmatepatient’s mental illness, does the clinictan
file a report? Does he or she take other action
designed to protect the inmate-patient? Is

the clinician merely silent and perhaps hope
ful that the situation will resolve itselfY
For mental health professionals working
in correctional environments, this raises
especially difficult questions about moral,
ethical, and legal obligations, as well as
practical concerns. In some ways, these
dilemmas are no different from the unwrit
ten rules that govern the willingness of police
officers, physicians, union members, and a
host of other formal and infi imal groups to
tell the truth when they become aware of
misbehavior. The so-called "blue wall of
silence." where it exists, is based in the
stern principle that police officers always
arid without exception "protect their own."
Various police and correctional agencies
have fought the blue wall of silence for a
long time, frequently to little avail. It is dan
gerous to he deemed a traitor by the people
on whom you depend to protect your life,
to ‘‘cover your hack." Good arid ethical oUtcer.s reasonably fear that if they inform on
other officers who misbehave. not only their
standing among their peers but their phy’;
cal safety will he in danger.
Since only a small percentage of officers
are ever even acctised of serious niisbc
havior. it is worth asking why must police
or correctional officers, who tiy hard to play
by the rules, would endorse such a selldefeating policy. The answer may lie ins the
difficulties inherent in any law enforcement
or correctional job. It is unlikely that tiny
officer can say with confidence that they
will never, in the heat of the moment, net;
pond to a reasonable fear unreasonably. To
the extent that they believe that they will be
judged harshly, rigidly, and unfairly, each
of them fears that they inught one day
become a potential "abuser."
It goes without saying that these same
concerns apply to mental health profes
sionals who work in correctional settings.
Desptte the fact that rnentaf health care is a
constitutionally required and routine part of
any conTeetional system. it remains true that
many correctional mental health profes
sionals are treated, or consider themselves,
to he visitors in the world of another pro
lession. We are supposed to learn and fo]
low their rules, both formal and informal.
Most of these rules. of course, especially
those that are written and foumal, are set
See COMMEN7ARY, next page
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believe that a clinician is willing to be corn
plied in covering up abuse, they will respond
nsuch more vehemently to a report. To avoid
this situation, mental health professionals
need to establish their integrity early and
unambiguously. This is host done by clean
ing up one’s own house i.e., mental health
services as referenced previously. This
involves not simply the more obvtous stanlard of care scenarios summarized earlier,
hut demonstrating to custody staff integri

sibhe and designed to protect us, and we vio
late them at our own peril and the peril of
others, But what about the unwritten rules,
especially the ones that require our silence
in the face of wrongdoing?
It is easy to advise correctional mental
health professionals to always "do the right
thing" and report every transgression. But
such advice would be unrealistic and not
particularly helpful, as anyone who followed
it would have a difficult time remaining in
the field. On the other hand, a willingness
to remain silent in the face of wrongdoing.
even if minor at first, runs the risk of pro
viding a slippery slope toward the worst
kinds of abuses. Examples of minor abus
es include verbal harassment of memhtally ill
inmates e.g., calling them "bugs" or belit
tling an inmate’s need for antipsychotic
medications. SenioLis abuse would include
physical beatings or "set-ups" that allow an
inmate to be attacked by other inmates.
How, then, can a MHP remain ethical,
moral, and legal in their behavior, without
almenating the correctional stall’! We have
some suggestions that might prove useful.
Regarding "minor" abuse amid/or inap
propriate correctional staff interactions with
mentally ill inmates, direct disctisston svtth
the correctional staff regarding the M H P s
concerns can he helpful. Such a discussion
should include suggestions for alterniatc
ways of interacting with the inmate that will
accomplish desired reasonable outcomes.
Discussiomis with the correctional officer’s
supervisor or the MllP’s supervtsor arc other
options, depending on the circumstances.
Major staff imuscoriduct is a more diff u
cult issue, especially when use of force is
involved. The MIIP should keep in mnind
that some staff behavior may have appeared
inappropriate when, in fact, it represented
a necessary use of force. Reporting abuse
in such a circumstance serves mio purpose.
and likely alienates the reporter unrieces
sarily. The way to avoid these situations is
for mental health professionals to acknowl
edge that their own responsibility for insti
tutional security is no less than that of secu
rity and custody staff. While our
contributions to institutional safety are dii
ferent than theirs, they arc no less irnpor
mat. Further, we should manifest this belief
with behavior, by taking the time to learn
as much as possible about the rules and
methods regarding institutional discipline,
cu;pecially when force is required.
An easy way to be alienated from cor
rectional staff is to betray them. If they

ty, straight-forwardness, and comhscten

tiousness in performing their mental health
care roles. For example, when a correctional
officer makes a mental health referral, men
tal health staff should provide feedback to
the officer, especually positive feedback if
the referral was helpful. Responses to such
referrals should he timely and competent.
It is hypocritucal to criticiLe the performance
of a correctional officer if our own stan
dards of professional and ethical behavior
arc lax.
It is comnunon for correcliothal sttuff to
respond to inmate mru;shehaviors with neg
ative reithf orcemetits that are often unhclpful and ntay lead to abusive respomuses by
both tnrnates and custody stall. Ilelping the
staff develop more effective inierventiomis
results in benefits to both inmates and stall
and facilitates awareness by both itimnates
and custody stall of the clinicians integri
lv asid commnittneitl ic their health care role.
Duniuig thus process. the clutuicuan has var:OLts opportunities to discuss with correc
tional stall interveittiotis that would be luelpui as well as those that would he
;iuappropriate and abusive. The clinician
should nsruke clear during such duscussuomius
his/her responsihulitv to take appropriate
steps if abusive iuitec,’entions occur. This us
one way of clearly placing correctional staff
ott notice that serious misbehavior will not

be ignored or ccvered up. Such a discus
non simultaneously establishes the integri
ty of the mental health climticiats. as well as
his or her willingness to he a dependable
teammate in tinles of peril.
Working with correctional staff in devel
oping policies and procedures relevant to
:alcuiated usc of force, especially when it
involves inmates on the mental health
caseload, is another way of decreasing abu
sive behaviors by correctional staff. Such
polucies usually require au attempted inter
vention by health care staff, preferably mneru

tal health staff, prior to the use of force.
These practices can he effective in decreas
ing use of force and in helping correctioui
al officers to learn better verbal intcrveus
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tions. At the same time, it improves the
working relationship between mental health
clinicians and their custody colleagues.
Implementation of such policies and pro
cedures educates the mental health clini
cians about situations where the necessity
for force was legitimate but not obvious. It
also allows the mental health clinician to
educate the correctional staff to consLder
alternatives to the use of force. Keep in mind
that the vast majority of abuse is an erno
tional response - often fear and anger to some I orrn of inmate behavior. As experts
in human behavior and emotion, who hel
ter to suggest alternatives than mental health
professionals! Finally, this process allows
mental health clinicians to offer prospec
tive assistance as an alternative to the use
of force.
A decision to report misbehavior is also
differentially viewed by custody staff,
depending upon their general assessment
of the niental health clinician. One can build
a safety net of trust by rapidly and clearly
conning to the defense of an of fleer whose
apparent mistise of force was iii fact Justi
fied and necessary iii the face of a threateninig situation: ‘‘I was theue, Captain, and
observed ilue entire sutuat ion. officer Jones
made several attemnpts to verhally dc-esca
late the situation, and invited me to help.
Neittscr of us was able to succeed, amid I
agree with Olficer Jones’ assessment that
the inmuiate posed an inumnediate threat to his
safety." This sanic declaration should he
made in writing. Of fleer Jones tind the entire
employee "grapevimle" will take note that
the nhental health clinmcian "stood up" for a
colleagtie. wthicti is a reference to integrity
arid dependability. Ssmiitlarly, when officers
behave un especially positive ways. a letter
of thanks to the officer’s supervisor will
demonstrate that the MH.P is as willing to
praise as to criticize.
Imutegrity enhances the standing ofa men
tal health clinician in a correctional environ.ment. so long as it goes both ways. Being
a "stamud-up" persons canmiot only mean
defending staff behavior when it is justi
fieth it must also mean reporting it when it
is not. I’eople who appear willing to "go
along to get along" create a reasonable
expectation that they will lie to defend a
colleague. arid if they fail to do so, they svill
be viewed as traitors. On the other hand,
people who make their integrity known, and
who are willing to learn about the realities
on jail and prison from the perspective of
officers, can actually prevent misbehavior
by their very presence on tine scene.
See COMMENT4R Y, page 14
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be punished, orhe needs tohe isolated from
others for security reasons.
I will mention two other instances where
treatment and security needs often clash.
Ethical standards for mental health profes
sionals mandate confidentiality when a
patient reports an evetit such as a rape, the
clinician is not to report the crime hut rather
is required to review with the patient his or
her options and the possible ramifications
of reporting or miot reporting - the choice
to report is left to the patient. In marty cor
rections systems all staff are required to
report any crime they hear about, amid this
secunty requirement supposedly trumps the
ethical requirement of confidentiality. But
should it’! There are serious ramifications
in a corrections system when a prisoner
reports holing the victim of rape, and it us
often not the case that security st:uff can
guarantee safety to the individual t>ing the
reporting. Memital health chiuncituis have an
ethical obltgation to counter autoni at uc
reporting requirements by advocating for
the mental health needs of their patients.
includumig their patients’ right to con! identi al ity :tmid choice. I’hc other instance
involves disciplinary reports for non-cornpluance with medications. Compliamicc is a
clinical issue, and inc cltmuictan’s address
iii every setting where they treat individtt
als suffering from serious inemutal ullmucss.
COIVJMENTiIRY,froin page 6
This last point deserves sonic discussion.
Officers protest. "I put nry life at risk ret a
daily basis, and yotm expect me to keep you
safe. ‘I’hen you turns around and accuse me
of abuse’!" Mental health clinicians must he
willing to bend, to be moral instead of moral
istic. They must be willing to hear both sides
of the story, before heaping to a conclusion
at the expense of an officer. ‘l’hey must he
willing to do what they reasonably can to
assist an officer in trouble. A strong yoting
MI-IP mught jump in to help save an offi
cer, while a frail, elderly MHP might race.
as quickly as they can, to a phone to call for
help. Every MHP can take the time to attend
security training. In our opinion, it is a valu
able experience and excellent investment
of time for MHPs to attend the correction
al officer academy before beginning their
first correctional job. To do so informs the
institution that this is one MI-IP who under
stands that he or she has a lot to learn about
this dangerous and stressful environment.
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Crixninalizing non-compliance i.e.. writ
ing a ticket for medication refusal is con
trary’ to treatment and ethical standards in
the mental health protessions.
fri many of the lawsuits whet’e I serve as
an expert Witfless, a major complaint lodged
by the prisoner class ‘s that mauiy individu
als subjected to long-term punitive segre
cation or isolated confinement suffer psvhiatric breakdowns in isoltution, and they
need to he retnoved croin segregation at’;d
t::insf erred to a mental health treatment untt.
‘linicuans diagnose pschosis. and we know
tOut isolation olten crutuses breakdowns and
more disruptive behavior in people prone IL
psvchosus. Security’ staff tiiught counter that
the prisoner in question is very assaultive
and it is too dangerous to reniove him fu’onru
segregattous. Both sides ui this classic di:,pole an’e kung their jobs. ‘the treatment needs
require exclusion front segrc’gatiori atid parit pat ton iui a trcatn ueuul program the seenrilv needs include restraint aitd isol;ution. Vt/c
need to talk, Note: the l’hystcuans for Human
R guts report on tortuure explores in lepth
the kuiowui toxic effects of i’,olatioti hut
tlu:it us a subject for another discussi ti. Too
often, the tiiental Iteulith staff cede their
:uutluority’ to secrunity stall’, or security staff
let it and t lucy’ act ii ore as "team players.’
au td there is no real discussion of the pros
and cotis of’ isolating ‘:tisturbed/disrsiptive
prisoners. What if the differing staff’s could
talk freely with each oi her about the issu.uc!

What if mental health staff could stop wor
rying that security staff might consider them
disloyal if they advocate too strenuously for
treatment needs’! What if security staffcould
rely in the judgment of mental health staff
and work more collaborati’s’ely to construct
a plan that permits the prisoner to be placed
in a setting where security and treatment
needs can both he addressed’!
I ton argumg for a culture of pmison work
that pemuits more open and frank diseussuon
about the ordinary abuses that regularly occur
in prison. That could he the positive upshot
of the PHR report on Ameri:an corrections.
Ii might be a matter of a sexist comment to
a woman prisoner: it might he a matter of an
tmnnccessary cell extractuon. Only if the cul
ture pennits opeti discussion can ,the staff
member who observes the abusive statement
or act talk informally and without reprisal to
the staff nuenuber responsible for the instance
of orduesry abuse. Curremiuly, ii is miiy impresnon that staff. omu average there are many
admii’ahle exceptions, are too cowed by ihe
unstafed loyalty or "blue code" requirenrenm
to engage ins much open duscussion. This sim
ple pm’opositmon would not iii itself put an end
10 human rights abuses in correctional set
tings. but it could pave the way toward the
creation ot a culture of pr’ison wom’k where
there is iero tolet’ance for abusive treatment,
whether the abuse is huge and unconstitu
tional i.e.. torture by international standards
or small and ordinary.

,ll of this being said, despite our best etfotis
ti pies emit staff miuisbch:uvior, it ss ill occasiontills occur. We would hr teuniss iiwc igmiorci.l
lie rut1 snu:uut LjLicStion if how to report abuse
or sent tus stall nuisbettavior. First, take tinie
to lx’ certain of yotur facts. ‘ll’uere is tin greater
toistake than ulla’uuiga serious accusation that

place. By’ establishing one’s character as
ethucal, mortul, and depemidable, it is
ble to be a valued teaniuruate without Si tentfy tolerainnig staf’I abuse or nuscomiduct. In

is factually incotrect. Second, if possible, it is
not :1 had idea to get Lu confidential second
opuiuou from a custodv/’,ecuriry person. Even
if s tutu ‘‘consultant is ttruwilliu’ug to step ‘orward, he or she may be able to give you ‘tnfor
matuous that supports or u’c’oses your opiuiiots
ahouut what happened. ‘lliird. it is imperative
that the allegation is made in writing, to pro
tect ott f’rotn being tiursquoted or unisrepre
sented. And of course, keep a copy in a saf’e
place. If an inmate makes an allegation o’l’
abuse, it may come to court years after the
alleged events took place: relying on your
memory is a very had idea.
As us the case with so many ethical dilem
mas. the best course is to avoid them in the
first pl:ice. it is difficult to betray a promise
that ss us never made or implied in the first
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correctional facilities, air ounce of pmcvemi_
trots is truly’ worth a pound of’ cure.
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